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1.      Overview 

 

1.1 Following the GLA Oversight Committee meeting on 17 July 2018, a decision was taken to consider 

the proposed restructure of the Culture and Creative Industries Unit as a part of the Greater London 

Authority (GLA) budget planning cycle for 2019/20. 

 

1.2 In the interim, this paper presents a stabilisation proposal in order to maintain delivery of   

business-critical programmes and secure the existing 27 staff with permanent and fixed term 

contracts in line with Human Resources (HR) and Head of Paid Service (HoPS) protocols. HR and 

the GLA Legal Team has been consulted on this proposal. 

 

1.3 This stabilisation proposal proposes to maintain the current number of staff in the Unit, with a net 

increase of 0.4 full time employees (FTE). The changes propose moving staff onto permanent 

contracts where appropriate. There is a net increase in cost of £34,000, which can be met from 

existing budgets in 2018/19 and from directorate savings from 2019/20 onwards. 

 

1.4 This document outlines the proposal and duty of care requirements for the stabilisation package as 

well as the impact on the Unit’s programme of work, which has been re-profiled. Taking this 

approach means taking forward important work, but other programmes will have to be delivered 

later, including workstreams on skills and diversity, health and well-being, and a young people’s 

culture pass. 

 

2. Recommendation 

 

2.1 That the Committee responds to the interim Head of Paid Service consultation on the 

proposed changes to the establishment in the GLA in the Culture and Creative Industries 

Unit. 

 

Subject: Proposed Changes to the GLA 

Establishment - Culture and Creative Industries 

Unit 
 

Report to: GLA Oversight Committee    

 

Report of:  Executive Director of Communities and 

Intelligence 

 

Date: 4 September 2018 

This report will be considered in public 

 



 

 

 

3. Executive Summary 

 

3.1 The Mayor has produced the most ambitious draft Culture Strategy ever. The Strategy places an 

emphasis on the important role that culture plays in the capital, its contribution to social integration, 

its ability to bring communities together, encourage life-long learning and wellbeing, support social 

mobility and civic participation. It recognises the importance of creative activity in supporting all 

young people, and particularly those most at risk, helping them recognise their talent and providing 

opportunities to fulfil it. 

 

3.2 Culture is also part of a holistic approach to preventing crime and providing positive life choices for 

young people. There is strong evidence that participation in culture, from music to dance and  

 film-making, provides diversionary activities; offering not only a creative outlet, but also a sense of 

belonging and opportunities for social mobility. The Mayor’s new Culture Seeds programme has 

funded a number of projects for young people including a project for young people at risk of joining 

a gang, a photography project for young people excluded from mainstream education, and a music 

project for young people with learning disabilities.  The Culture Unit has also been working closely 

with the Young Londoners Fund Team and has encouraged a large number of community 

applications to reach creative youth projects and networks.  

 

3.3 The Unit’s work has more than doubled under the current Mayor (see Figure 2) and is successfully 

delivering an ambitious programme. Since 2016, the Unit has launched two London Borough of 

Culture awards; the first Creative Enterprise Zones programme; Culture Seeds, a micro grants 

programme for communities; and a new Culture at Risk office to protect grassroots and community 

venues, among other new programmes. Many of these initiatives are global firsts. The Unit also 

supports cross-policy areas for London, working closely across the GLA teams particularly 

Regeneration, Education and Youth, Mayors Office for Police and Crime (MOPAC), Economic 

Development and Environment. 

 

3.4 The Team had scaled up for the London 2012 Olympic Games, but since that programme concluded, 

staff changes have been managed through temporary contracts and honorariums. The Unit is 

currently staffed with only 30% permanent staff (the average across the GLA is 80%) with most staff 

on temporary contracts and honorariums, and a number of agency staff. The Unit has already lost 

10% of staff in recent months, in a team with a track record of virtually no staff turnover.  

 

3.5 This proposal sets out a stabilisation programme to: 

a) Deliver business critical projects; 

b) Secure staff retention at current levels; and  

c) Mitigate risk of breaching HR and HoPS protocols; and  

d) Re-prioritisation of the workstreams. 

 

 



 

 

4. Context 

  

4.1 The Mayor has set out that if London is to continue as a cultural powerhouse, it must help address 

the capital’s inequalities, as well as inequalities within the creative sector itself. London is the global 

capital for culture and the creative industries, and this has social and economic dividends for all 

Londoners.  

 

4.2 Rapid growth is leaving too many people behind, pricing Londoners out of the capital, and Brexit 

threatens exports and talent. There has been a tragic spike in youth violence; cuts in social support 

are affecting young people (81 youth clubs have closed in London); and grassroots infrastructure 

has been decimated over the last ten years, reducing the safe places for people to meet and build 

communities, and participation and visitor figures have declined.  

 

4.3 In this context, culture has a major role to play in addressing issues for Londoners, and the Mayor 

has set out an ambitious shift for the role that culture can play for the City. Culture brings 

communities together, contributes to good growth, supports social integration and civic 

participation, and offers diversionary and preventative activity for young people.  See Figure 1 

below which sets out the commitments.  

 

Figure 1 

 
4.4 The creative sector is the second largest industry in London, contributing £47bn to the economy, 

providing 1 in 6 jobs in London and growing fast.  Yet only a third of Londoners benefit from this 

and the vast majority of the creative workforce are from ‘advantaged’ backgrounds. Not enough 

Londoners are accessing, or benefiting, from the opportunities offered by the creative sector. 

 



 

 

4.5 The Mayor has launched bold new policies and programmes to address this, for example the London 

Borough of Culture which includes the Young Creative Entrepreneurs Programme targeting 

disadvantaged young people; the UK’s first Creative Enterprise Zones to shore up affordable 

workspace and develop entry routes for young people into the creative industries; Culture Seeds, a 

£1m micro-grants programme for grassroots and community projects; the first ever Cultural 

Infrastructure Plan for London; delivering a vision for 24 Hour London; and protecting grassroots 

music venues, LGBTQ+ venues and pubs. Much of this work has never been done before in the UK, 

and it represents more than a doubling in the work programme of the Unit.  

 

4.6 The work programme for the Unit is set out in Figure 2 overleaf. 

 

4.7  Figure 3 sets out the importance of stakeholders and partnerships in delivery of the Mayor’s 

ambitions. 
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Figure 2 Culture and Creative Industries Full Work Programme 

 

Love London 
London Borough of Culture 

Cultural Impact Awards 
Creative Entrepreneur Programme 

Love London 

Culture Seeds 

#BehindEveryGreatCity Centenary Campaign 

Culture and Health 

Young Londoners’ Fund 

Libraries 

Museum of London move to West Smithfield 

Fourth Plinth Schools Awards 

Music Education 

Busk in London 

London Curriculum 

Festivals/Events 

 

Creative Londoner 

Skills for Londoners 

London Ambitions and Mayor’s Enterprise  

Advisers’ Network 

Young Londoners Fund 
Diversity Leadership Group 

Culture and Good Growth 
Creative Land Trust 

Culture at Risk 

Creative Enterprise Zones  

Cultural Infrastructure Plan  

Thames Estuary Production Corridor 

London Plan /Agent of Change 

East Bank 

River Vision 
Regeneration - Good Growth Fund 

Royal Docks development 
Old Oak Park Royal development 

Dagenham Film Studios 
East London Fashion District 

Illuminated River 
Design guides for developers 

Good Growth by Design 
Art on the Underground 
London Culture Forum 

Heritage 

Fourth Plinth Commissions 

Artists’ Workspace 

Major Commissions - Millicent Fawcett Statue 

 
 
 

World City 

Brexit 
24 Hour London 

Music Venues Taskforce 

Film London 

British Fashion Council 

London Design Festival 

London Games Festival 
 World Cities Culture Forum  

Leadership Exchange Programme 
#LondonIsOpen campaign 

Immigration 

Cultural Tourism 
Cultural Export 

International visits and delegations 
Culture and Environment 

Devolution 

Other 
New Culture Strategy 

Mayor’s Cultural Leadership Group 

London Music Board 
Reporting & business management 
Press and stakeholder engagement 

Policy development 

Briefings across wider GLA 
 

*New Work Programmes in Red* 

 

 



 

 

Figure 3 Overview of partnerships 

 

 
 



 

 

 

5. Issues for Consideration 

 

5.1 The Culture and Creative Industries Unit is new and was formed to deliver the increased 

commitments from a team previously located in the former Health and Communities Unit. Its first 

Assistant Director was recruited in October 2017.  

 

5.2 Under the current Mayor the number of Unit workstreams has more than doubled. The Unit 

inherited a temporary structure which had been established to devise and deliver the Cultural 

Olympiad alongside the London 2012 Olympic Games has since been managed through temporary 

contracts and honorariums.  

 

5.3 The Culture and Creative Industries Unit currently has 27 staff (25.5 FTE). Given the nature and 

scale of delivery this is low relative to other GLA Units. The Unit currently has 9 permanent roles 

(one vacant), 14 short-term fixed contracts and 5 agency staff (on just one week’s notice period). 

 

5.4 There are currently only 30% permanent roles in the Team – compared with 80% average across the 

GLA. Staff are working an average of 20% overtime and we have already lost 10% of staff in the 

past three months.  

 

5.5 All staff contracts, aside from the Assistant Director (AD), expire wholesale at the same time, 

including those on honorariums with substantive roles at least two grades below the business-critical 

responsibilities they are currently delivering.  These are talented staff with specialist skills and expert 

experience that could not be easily and quickly replaced and who have established professional 

contacts with a range of key partners (see Figure 3). 

 

5.6 Retention is essential to successfully delivering critical areas in the programme; and stabilising the 

Unit to bring people onto permanent and longer fixed-term contracts is in accordance with GLA’s 

HR and HoPS protocols. 

 

5.7 Taking the approach set out in this paper will have an impact on the scope and timelines of some 

programmes including: diversity programme to increase BAME workforce in the creative industries, 

programme to improve health and well-being through culture including dementia and mental health 

projects, developing a culture pass for young people, the establishment of a Creative Enterprise 

Exchange Forum giving support to 23 boroughs, and policy and programme development that 

responds to the recommendations from the Night Time Commission.  



 

 

6.  Unit Stabilisation Proposal  

 

6.1 Appendix 1 sets out the proposed team structures and roles.  

 

6.2 The stabilisation proposal will put the current team on permanent and fixed term contracts as per 

the table below:  

 

Type of post Current Structure Proposed Structure 

Permanent posts  9 (one vacant) 20 

Fixed term contracts  14    8 

Agency staff 5 0 

Total 28 (25.5 FTE) 28 (25.9 FTE) 

 

 

6.3 The proposal adds 0.4 FTE to the staffing of the Unit. Fixed-term contracts (FTC) are proposed at 

two years in duration unless otherwise stated.  

 

6.4 Additional requirements will be proposed as part of the GLA budget setting process for 2019/20. 

 

6.5 Four roles are unaffected by the stabilisation proposal: 

 

Roles unaffected Grade Notes 

Assistant Director 14 Permanent 

Programme Manager, World Cities 

Culture Forum 
9 FTC 

2018 Culture and Heritage  

Co-ordinator 
7 

FTC ends Dec 2018 due to close of 

specific project  

Senior Policy Officer, Cultural 

Education and Music 
9 FTC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

6.6 13 existing fixed-term contract roles have very minor changes proposed to refresh the job 

descriptions to better reflect work being undertaken. Eleven of these are proposed to migrate from 

fixed-term contract to permanent: 

 

Refreshed job descriptions and 

terms 
Grade Notes 

Programme Governance Officer 

(Finance and Procurement) 
8 

Updated job description. Permanent 

from FTC.  

Team Administrator 5 Permanent from FTC 

Senior Policy Officer, Visual Arts 

and Public Realm 
9 

Proposed change in job title, 

updated job description. Permanent 

from FTC 

Senior Policy Officer, Cultural 

Infrastructure 
9 

Updated job description. Permanent 

from FTC 

Senior Policy Officer, Creative 

Enterprise Zones 
9 

Updated job description. FTC 

extended to 2021.  

Policy and Projects Officer, Culture 

at Risk 
7 

Updated job description. Permanent 

from FTC. 

Policy and Projects Officer, 

Cultural Strategy 
7 

Updated job description, FTC for two 

years 

Senior Policy Officer, London 

Borough of Culture 
9 

Updated job description. Permanent 

from FTC 

London Borough of Culture  

Co-ordinator 
8 

Updated job description. Permanent 

from FTC 

24 Hour London Manager 11 
Proposed change in job title. 

Permanent from FTC 

Senior Board Officer 8 Permanent from FTC 

Policy and Projects Officer, 

London Boroughs 
7 

Updated job description. Permanent 

from FTC 

Business Support Officer 5 Permanent from temporary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

6.7 8 permanent and 3 fixed term contract roles are proposed for deletion. The 10 post-holders affected 

will therefore be at risk of redundancy and, under the Management of Change procedure, ringfenced 

for suitable roles in the new structure. There are no expected redundancies. 

 

Roles proposed for deletion Grade Notes 

Cultural Strategy Manager 11  Permanent 

Cultural Legacy Manager and Big 

Dance Director 
11  Permanent 

Senior Cultural Strategy Officer - 

Legacy and  
9 

Permanent. Current post vacant; post 

holder left GLA on 22 June 2018 – 

duties redistributed pending 

restructure and role will not be filled.  
Outdoor 

Senior Cultural Strategy Officer - 

Creative Industries 
9  Permanent 

Senior Cultural Strategy Officer - 

Visual Arts 
9  Permanent 

Senior Cultural Strategy Officer - 

Music Lead 
9  Permanent 

Cultural Tourism and Special 

Projects Officer 
7  Permanent 

Cultural Policy and Projects Officer 7  Permanent 

Policy and Research Officer, 24 

Hour London 
7  FTC 

Policy and Projects Officer, 

Placemaking 
7  FTC 

Culture Micro Grants Co-ordinator 7  FTC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

6.8 8 permanent and 3 fixed term contract roles are proposed to be introduced. 

 

Roles proposed for 

introduction 
Grade Notes 

Senior Manager, World City and 

Operations 
13 Permanent 

Senior Manager, Strategy and 

Programmes 
12 Permanent 

Senior Manager, Cultural 

Infrastructure and Public Realm 
12 Permanent 

Projects and Events Officer 5 FTC 

Principal Policy Officer, Creative 

Industries, Heritage and Skills 
11 Permanent  

Senior Cultural Policy Officer 9 Permanent  

Senior Communications and 

Engagement Officer 
8 Permanent 

Policy and Research Officer, 24 

Hour London 
8 FTC 

Policy and Projects Officer, 

Placemaking 
8 Permanent 

Principal Project Development 

Officer 
10 Permanent  

Culture Seeds Co-ordinator 8 FTC 

 

6.9 The stabilisation proposal provides for a suitable potential role for each member of current staff 

whose role is proposed for deletion, subject to ringfencing interview processes. All staff at risk of 

redundancy are ringfenced for one or more roles, and there are no expected redundancies. 

 

6.10 The stabilisation proposal would mean that the Unit will consist of three teams, each led by a Senior 

Manager: 

 World City and Operations; 

 Cultural Infrastructure and Public Realm; and 

 Programme and Strategy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Rationale for Change – proposed deletions 

 

6.11 Cultural Legacy Manager and Big Dance Director, grade 11: The post was responsible for delivering 

the cultural programme for the Olympic Park and the legacy of the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic 

Games (now the responsibility of the London Legacy Development Corporation), and for the Big 

Dance programme. Big Dance has now transferred to Australia and is no longer part of the Unit’s 

workplan. The Unit’s lead on the relationship with the London Legacy Development Corporation will 

transfer to the Senior Manager, Programme and Engagement. Strategic input to visual arts 

programmes including the Fourth Plinth programme will sit within the new Cultural Infrastructure 

and Public Realm Team. Therefore, it is proposed that this role, in its current form, is no longer 

required. 

 

6.12 Cultural Strategy Manager, grade 11: This post covered wide-ranging responsibilities in the original 

Culture Team, some of which are no longer being fulfilled due to changing demands and priorities. 

Therefore, it is proposed that this role, in its current form, is no longer required. 

  

6.13 Senior Cultural Strategy Officer - Legacy and Outdoor, grade 9: The individual in this post left the 

GLA on 22 June 2018 and will not be replaced. Responsibilities have been transferred amongst the 

existing team on an interim basis, and new agency resource recruited for a short period to cover the 

transition to a new team structure. This role managed programmes including London Borough of 

Culture, the River Vision, Illuminated River and Thames Estuary Production Corridor (TEPC). London 

Borough of Culture will transfer to the Programme and Policy Team, the river projects and TEPC will 

transfer to the Cultural Infrastructure and Public Realm Team. Therefore, it is proposed that this role, 

in its current form, is no longer required. 

 

6.14 Senior Cultural Strategy Officer - Creative Industries, grade 9: The post holder of this role has been in 

receipt of an honorarium to act up to a grade 11 to manage the development of the draft Culture 

Strategy, the Mayor’s Creative Industries trade development grant portfolio, and as the lead on 

heritage, libraries, museums and informal culture, which has developed into a significant new focus 

under the new administration. The post holder has also been managing staff leading on the UK’s exit 

from the European Union immigration, talent development and diversity, as well as developing the 

Culture Unit’s environment policy areas with the Environment Unit. This portfolio is beyond the 

capacity of a single role and of a grade 9 and will be split across roles within the Team. Therefore, it 

is proposed that this role, in its current form, is no longer required. 

 

6.15 Senior Cultural Strategy Officer - Visual Arts, grade 9: The post holder of this role has been in receipt 

of an honorarium to act up to a grade 11 to lead the development of the new Creative Land Trust, 

affordable workspace targets, the production and installation of the first ever statue of a woman in 

Parliament Square, the new Creative Enterprise Zones programme, the Fourth Plinth programme, the 

new Fashion District, and other public art projects. This large portfolio will be split across roles in the 

proposed Cultural Infrastructure and Public Realm team, including the proposed Senior Manager, 

Cultural Infrastructure and Public Realm at grade 12. Therefore, it is proposed that this role, in its 

current form, is no longer required. 

 
 

 

 



 

 

6.16 Senior Cultural Strategy Officer - Music Lead grade 9: This substantive role has not been occupied 

since the post holder was appointed on an internal secondment within the Team as Night Time 

Manager. The responsibilities of the role were transferred to a new role of Senior Policy Officer, 

Cultural Education and Music, a role which continues in the proposed structure. Therefore, it is 

proposed that this role is no longer required. 

 

6.17 Cultural Tourism and Special Projects Officer, grade 7: The main purpose of this role was to deliver 

the Cultural Tourism Strategy, which has been delivered. Management of the Culture Diary has 

transferred out of the GLA into the Department for International Trade.  Communications 

responsibilities for the Unit have increased beyond the scope of a ‘part role’ and therefore will 

transfer to the new role of Senior Communications and Engagement Officer. The post holder has 

been in receipt of an honorarium to act up to grade 9 to deliver special projects relating to cultural 

participation and the centenary of women gaining the right to vote. Therefore, it is proposed that 

this role, in its current form, is no longer required 

 

6.18 Cultural Policy and Projects Officer, grade 7: This role delivered secretariat services to the statutory 

London Cultural Strategy Group (now the Mayor’s Cultural Leadership Board), responsibilities which 

for the past year have been delivered by the role of Senior Board Officer, which will continue in the 

proposed restructure. It also supported the Culture Strategy Manager in business administration for 

the Culture Team, responsibilities which are now delivered by the Programme Governance Officer, a 

role which will continue in the proposed restructure. It also delivered flexible cultural policy support 

across the Team. However, it is no longer possible for any flexible policy support to be provided due 

to the volume of work which the post holder has been responsible for whilst in receipt of an 

honorarium acting up to grade 9. These work areas will transfer to the Senior Cultural Policy Officer, 

who will also deliver flexible policy support. Therefore, it is proposed that this role, in its current 

form, is no longer required. 

 

6.19 Policy and Research Officer, 24 Hour London, grade 7: Responsibilities to provide policy support to 

the Night Czar, and high-level policy support, advice and briefings to the Night Time Commission 

were updated in this role, reflecting the actual demands and delivery of the role as it is currently 

delivered. The role, which will continue in the proposed restructure, has subsequently been graded 

as an 8. Therefore, this grade 7 post is proposed for deletion. 

 

6.20 Policy and Projects Officer, Placemaking, grade 7: Responsibilities reflecting the actual demands and 

delivery of the role as it is currently delivered, for example to undertake project development in the 

large-scale field of placemaking, with complex stakeholders such as developers, were updated in this 

role. The role, which will continue in the proposed restructure, has subsequently been graded as an 

8. Therefore, this grade 7 post is proposed for deletion. 

 

6.21 Culture Micro Grants Co-ordinator, grade 7: Responsibilities reflecting the actual demands and 

delivery of the role as it is currently delivered, which include the development and delivery of the 

funding programme, the financial responsibilities of grant management, and stakeholder 

development were updated in this role. The role, which will continue in the proposed restructure, has 

subsequently been graded as an 8. Therefore, this grade 7 post is proposed for deletion. 

 

 

 



 

 

7. Consultation 

 

7.1 A 30-day consultation with UNISON and staff in the Culture and Creative Industries Unit in respect 

of the original proposals ended on 19 June 2018. One-to-one meetings with the individuals affected 

took place, and they were offered the chance to submit comments in writing throughout the 

consultation period. They will have priority consideration for posts in the new structure as part of a 

ring-fenced interview process. If they are unable to secure a ring-fence post, then no redundancy 

notices will be issued until after the budget planning process has concluded. This approach has been 

confirmed with legal.  

 

7.2 If and when redundancy notices are issued, affected staff will have priority for posts in the 

organisation and where possible will be redeployed to avoid redundancy, for which there are no 

proposals. Job descriptions for all posts were shared and are available on request.  

 

7.3 In accordance with the GLA Staffing Protocol, formal consultation with the Mayor and the Assembly 

is required for this proposal as more than five posts are affected.  The Assembly has delegated its 

powers of consultation to the GLA Oversight Committee.   

 

 

8. Consultation responses and action 

 

8.1 The consultation response to the original proposal was generally positive, and respondents 

understood and agreed with the business case and need for the plans. It also resulted in positive 

feedback about the quality of the consultation and engagement process. It identified a number of 

points for review, summarised below. 

 

8.2 Several responses included cases for the addition of further additional roles. The first priority has 

been to review existing job descriptions and realign responsibilities to remove the need for more 

resource, as outlined below under ‘Capacity’. 

 

Issue Points arising Management response 

Approvals/sign off 

processes 

Regarding the Unit structure, 

concern was expressed from several 

team members about adding extra 

layers of governance to complex 

approvals processes. 

New roles and the new 

line management 

structure, particularly the 

introduction of Senior 

Manager roles to the 

Team, are designed to 

enable greater 

delegation and to 

distribute rather than 

add layers in Unit  

sign-off processes. 

 



 

 

Approvals/sign off 

processes 

However, there was also support for 

how the proposal would address 

this: "There has been a clear effort 

to address some of the 

administrative and process-related 

challenges the Team has been 

experiencing for quite some time 

now, and this is hugely welcome." 

This point supports the 

original proposal. 

Assimilation/interim 

arrangements 

A shared response and individual 

responses noted that a number of 

team members had been in ‘acting 

up’ positions for some time, some 

for up to two years. It was noted 

that members technically face the 

prospect of returning to substantive 

grades rather than being assimilated 

into the level that they have been 

performing at during this time. 

UNISON requested that HR 

urgently review this policy to ensure 

that managers do not implement it 

as a medium to long-term solution 

to resourcing needs. Members also 

requested that this issue was 

considered when decisions were 

made about the assimilation and 

recruitment of UNISON’s members 

into the final structure. 

 

This proposal provides a 

potential role for all staff 

at risk, and as a result no 

redundancies are 

expected. As per the 

Management of Change 

policy, assimilation and 

ringfence options are 

based on an employee’s 

substantive role. 

Consideration of 

assimilation rights has 

been made against all 

posts affected and 

implemented in line with 

the policy. The feedback 

has been noted by both 

HR and the Executive 

Directors of Communities 

and Intelligence. 

Capacity Positive comments received: “Given 

the Mayor’s prioritisation of culture 

and creativity for his administration, 

the workload of the Team has 

significantly increased. There are 

also long-standing issues within the 

established structure that this 

presents an opportunity to address. 

Broadly, the proposed structure 

goes far in responding to this major 

shift in workload and programming. 

This is encouraging to see as the 

Team has been struggling to keep 

pace with developments and 

capitalise on emerging 

opportunities.” 

This point supports the 

original proposal. Further 

proposals for additional 

capacity will be 

considered as part of the 

budget process 



 

 

Capacity 

 

Several responses raised the case 

for extra capacity/role needs in 

addition to that outlined in the 

proposal. This was in the areas of: 

events and administration, Love 

London delivery, London Borough 

of Culture delivery, 24 Hour 

London, and Culture Strategy 

/policy support. 

Responsibilities for 

general Unit-wide events 

and meeting support 

also feature in within the 

Business Support Officer 

and Team Administrator 

roles and therefore 

additional capacity in 

this area has not been 

added. 

 

In response to this 

feedback, proposals for 

additional capacity will 

be considered as part of 

the budget setting 

process.  

 

Capacity would need to 

be added to the London 

Borough of Culture Team 

if further rounds of the 

programme were 

approved, in order to run 

both delivery and 

application cycles of the 

programme concurrently.  

As the programme has 

not yet been considered 

or approved past 2020 

this capacity is not 

included in this proposal. 

Any additional capacity 

necessary to deliver the 

programme would form 

part of the programme 

budget proposed. 

 



 

 

Contract terms Clarity requested on why some roles 

were proposed as fixed term 

contracts and some as permanent. 

Fixed term contract 

support has been 

maintained in the Team 

to enable it to flex up 

until the end of the 

Mayoral term at which 

point resource required 

will be reassessed. Where 

capacity is proposed in 

relation to projects with 

known end dates or 

without confirmed long 

term budget or policy 

commitment, fixed term 

roles have been 

proposed. For example: 

Culture Seeds funding is 

confirmed to May 2020; 

Creative Enterprise 

Zones funding confirmed 

until 2020/21. 

 

Grading Clarity requested on how the 

grading process works and on why 

some roles were graded at one level 

and others at different levels, where 

they identified perceived similarity 

between some roles.  

All job descriptions have 

been through a robust 

job evaluation process 

via HR. Staff raising this 

point were invited to 

identify any specific 

elements of job 

descriptions or person 

specifications that they 

felt were not correct or 

reflective of the 

responsibilities required. 

Any changes proposed 

via feedback would be 

reviewed by the AD and 

HR and, if necessary, 

roles would be  

re-evaluated. 

 



 

 

Job descriptions Comments were received about 

several individual job descriptions 

and responsibilities. One comment 

related to workstreams and 

capacities in the Policy Team, and 

one suggested minor amends to 

better reflect current 

responsibilities. There was a 

recommendation that more digital 

experience could be brought into 

the Team by inclusion in Technical 

Requirements/Experience of one or 

more new job descriptions, and a 

comment suggesting that clarity of 

responsibility for event delivery 

needed to be improved in the role 

of Projects and Events Officer. 

The opportunity to 

include digital 

experience in the Team 

via recruitment of the 

Principal Project 

Development Officer will 

be explored. The job 

description of the 

Projects and Events 

Officer will be reviewed 

for clarity. If any material 

changes were made to 

job descriptions, roles 

would be re-evaluated 

by HR. 

 

Job titles Comments highlighted perceived 

inconsistencies amongst job titles 

and grades, with some roles at both 

grade 8 and 9 having 'senior' in the 

title, and Co-ordinator roles being 

perceived to be inconsistent - one 

at grade 7 and some at 8. One 

respondent questioned what 

external perceptions of job titles 

may be.  

Consistency of 

terminology has been 

reviewed and is reflected 

in the proposal put 

forward. It is noted that 

there are no procedural 

requirements regarding 

job titles and that it is 

not uncommon across 

the organisation for 

similar job titles to exist 

across a range of grades. 

Staff who commented 

were invited to identify 

any specific elements of 

job descriptions or 

person specifications 

that they felt were not 

correct or reflective of 

the responsibilities 

required. 

 



 

 

Line management Supportive responses were received 

about the proposed sub-team 

structure and new Senior Manager 

roles: "Overall I would like to take 

this opportunity to welcome the 

new team structure as proposed. 

…. I welcome in particular the 

creation of a Cultural Infrastructure 

team." 

These points support the 

original proposal. 

Line management Positive comments received: "I 

really welcome the new structure 

and am really excited to see that 

the placemaking, culture at risk and 

infrastructure roles are being 

brought together. I think this 

creates a really strong team and I 

am looking forward to what we all 

achieve together." 

 

These points support the 

original proposal.  

 

 

9. Equalities Impact Assessment 

 

9.1 The purpose of the Equalities Impact Assessment (EqIA) is to highlight if any particular group or 

groups are disproportionately impacted by the proposal.  Whilst the proposals are determined by 

business requirements and job content, it is important that management consider the impact of 

their proposals from an equalities perspective and the AD confirms that they have considered this in 

partnership with the Human Resources Business Partner. 

 

9.2 As the numbers of individuals in the ‘at risk’ group are small, the data tables are not included in this 

report to ensure that the personal sensitive information of the individuals remains anonymous. Care 

has also been taken not to use percentages which might inadvertently disclose sensitive information 

about individuals. 

 

EQIA Observations for the Culture and Creative Industries restructure proposals 

 

9.3 Gender: The number of positions proposed for deletion which are occupied by females is higher 

(60%) than it is for men (40%). This is lower than the representation of females in the Culture and 

Creative Industries Unit (70%). The representation of women at the GLA level is 56%. 

 

9.4 Disability: None of the staff ‘at risk’ have declared themselves as having a disability. 

 

9.5 Age: The proportion of ‘at risk’ positions broadly reflects the composition of the Team with regards 

to age.  

 



 

 

9.6 Ethnicity: 100% of the ‘at risk’ positions are occupied by employees from a white background, which 

broadly reflects the representation of white employees in the Unit (87%). 

 

9.7 Sexual Orientation: The representation of staff ‘at risk’ broadly reflects the representation of staff 

within the Unit with regards to sexual orientation. 

 

9.8 Faith: The representation of staff ‘at risk’ broadly reflects the representation of staff within the Unit 

with regards to faith. 

 

9.9 For all of the above observations it should be noted that the very small number of positions within 

the ‘at risk’ pool means that comparisons to the overall GLA profile and the impact should be 

exercised with caution. 

 

9.10 The small group of ‘at risk’ positions make it difficult to compare the impact of the proposals in 

comparison to the overall GLA profile.  However, all of the above observations have been considered 

in respect of the proposals.  Throughout the consultation process, management will be considerate 

of the impact on the group and individuals and where appropriate, support and adjustments to the 

process may be made in line with the GLA management of change procedure. 

 

 

10. Legal Implications 

 

10.1 Under section 67(2) of the GLA Act 1999 (as amended) the Head of Paid Service has the power, 

after consulting the Mayor and the Assembly, to appoint such staff as he considers necessary for 

the proper discharge of the functions of the Authority, having regard to the resources available and 

the priorities of the Authority. 

 

10.2 Under section 70(2), the Head of Paid Service has the power to employ staff appointed under 

section 67(2) on such terms as they think fit, after consultation with the Mayor and the Assembly. 

 

10.3 Under section 54 of the GLA Act 1999 (as amended) the Assembly has delegated its powers of 

consultation on staffing matters to the GLA Oversight Committee. 

 

10.4 The Head of Paid Service staffing protocol, agreed by the Mayor and Assembly in November 2009, 

sets out the Authority’s agreed approach as to how the Head of Paid Service will discharge his staff 

powers contained in sections 67(2) and 70(2) above. 

 

10.5 Paragraph 5.1 of that Protocol states that there is a requirement to consult with the GLA Oversight 

Committee and the Mayor on any “major restructure”, namely the creation or deletion of more than 

five posts within any one unit. Paragraph 5.2 states that there is a requirement to inform the Mayor 

and to consult the Chair and Deputy Chair of the Assembly on restructures involving five or less 

posts before taking a decision on them. 

 

10.6 This proposal falls under the category of a “major restructure” and therefore requires consultation 

with the Mayor and the Assembly.  This paper seeks to consult with the Assembly regarding the 

proposals in order to comply with its obligations to consult.  Any comments made will be taken into 

consideration by the Head of Paid Service prior to making a final decision on the proposals. 



 

 

 

10.7 In respect of the posts which are proposed will be deleted, the GLA should follow its Management of 

Change Policy in respect of the deletion of this post. In recruiting to vacant posts, the GLA should 

follow its Recruitment Policy and Equal Opportunities Policy.   

 

10.8 The GLA should be aware that fixed term employees have the right to be treated no less favourably 

than permanent employees due to their fixed term employee status.  Once the post holder has been 

in post beyond two years, he/she will have the same statutory right as a permanent employee not to 

be unfairly dismissed.  After two years’ service, the post holder may also be eligible to receive a 

redundancy payment should the post come to an end. Any fair dismissal of the employee at the end 

of the fixed term will necessitate a fair reason and a fair procedure.  This will involve considering 

suitable alternative employment before confirming that their employment is terminated.  If the 

funding continues after the end of their fixed term contract, it may be difficult to dismiss for 

redundancy (one of the fair reasons) if in fact there is further work to be carried out after the end of 

the contract. If the employee has been employed on a series of successive fixed-term contracts, then 

he/she will be considered to be a permanent employee after four years of service. 

 

 

11. Financial Implications 

 

11.1 The stabilisation proposal involves the addition of 0.4 FTEs which equates to an additional £34,000 

as shown in the table below. 

 

£000 Current budget Proposed budget Difference 

Permanent posts 569 1,113 544 

Fixed term contracts 897 387 (510) 

Total 1,466 1,500 34 

    

 

11.2 The additional budget requirement of £34,000 per annum will be met from the sources set out in the 

table below. 

 

 

Funding source £000 

External Affairs restructuring * 34 

Total 34 

 

 *Presented to the GLA Oversight Committee in July 2018, total saving of £55k 
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Culture and Creative Industries Unit Stabilisation Proposed Structure 

 

Blue = Permanent 

Orange = Fixed term contract 

*Agency worker 

 

 

 
 



 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

Proposed Structure 

 

Blue = Permanent 

Orange = Fixed term contract 

 

 
 



 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 
 


